
UNIQUE OPTIONS FOR ONE-OF-A-KIND SPACES
Daylighting dilemma? Design disarray? Let us work with you to create a daylighting solution that not only meets 
your needs and budget, but goes beyond your expectations of what a skylight or wall system can be. 

Part of the unique design characteristics of a translucent system are its integral grid pattern, which helps  
to support the translucent fiberglass face sheet. But while our standard patterns - in-line shoji, staggered shoji,  
and tuckerman (square) - look great and fit with a wide variety of building types, there are times when  
a more “distinct” look is required. That’s why Major offers both custom grid patterns and overlays that  
transform our daylighting systems into an eye-catching focal point.

SPECTRA-GRID™ COLORED INSULATION
Add eye-catching color to a space with Spectra-Grid™ - custom-colored insulation that can help create dynamic 
visual impact or a subtle stained-glass look. It’s the perfect low-cost color solution for churches, restaurants  
looking to add logo colors, or education facilities that want to incorporate to school colors in a unique way.

UNIQUE GRID PATTERNS
Beyond our standard grid options, Guardian 275® wall systems are available with a Verti-Lite™ vertical-only  
grid pattern that provides a minimalistic linear look that’s similar to channel glass - at an economical price.  

Skylights can also be created with unique grid patterns that can echo or enhance the look of polygon  
and pyramid configurations. We can also inter-mix different grid thicknesses to create a dynamic look.

DESIGN OVERLAYS
If you’re looking for something more decorative to enhance a space, consider adding 
a graphic overlay to the face sheet. Custom graphics can be applied to create unique 
signage, add an ornate look, or enhance the geometric shapes inherent in the panels. 
From the simple to the complex, we can help you create a one-of-a-kind space.

SPECTRA-GRID™ COLOR OPTIONS
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DAYLIGHTING SOLUTIONS THAT GO BEYOND STANDARD

Guardian 275®, Clima-Tite™ and LightBasic™ translucent panel systems, IlluminPC™ polycarbonate multi-wall  
systems and Auburn® skylights not only allow sunlight to penetrate building interiors, but can make a  
striking design statement. From complex polygons that mimic other architectural details to elegant  
Guardian 275® TransCURVE™ systems that flow with a space, Major can work with you to create an optimal  
solution for your next project.

When choosing the right daylighting products for your next project, consider Major Industries’ dedication  
to reliability and innovation. Our systems feature integral moisture management systems to keep water out,  
as well as advanced material technology that allows us to offer industry-leading warranties.

Major’s full line of daylighting products are a versatile tool for sustainable design, and specialty systems like 
mixed glazing combinations and integrated operable windows are also available.
 
No matter what your design or budget, Major will work with you to find the right daylighting system solution.

WHY MAJOR IS THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR YOUR DAYLIGHTING NEEDS 
Major’s full line of skylights and translucent wall systems can benefit both building occupants  
and the bottom line. 

•	 Translucent panel systems offer glare-free natural light without hot-spots, as well as insulation 
options for enhanced thermal performance

•	 Guardian 275® and Clima-Tite™ wall systems can be configured with operable windows,  
and we have numerous other mixed glazing options for both wall systems and skylights

•	 TAP (Translucent Adapter Panel) systems that can integrate with existing curtainwall framing
•	 Clima-Tite™ systems offer the benefit of pultruded fiberglass support members for enhanced 

thermal performance and corrosion resistance
•	 Field-tested strength, color-retention and durability - all backed by industry-best warranties
•	 Integrated water management systems are standard on most systems
•	 Incorporating daylight provides health benefits like improved mood and productivity,  

as well as energy savings and reduced HVAC loads
•	 LEED® credit opportunities
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